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Abstnu:t: Promoting and upscaling grassroots innovations require a specific public policy framework that 
appreciate the fundamental values of niche-specific innovations. These values are locally socio-cultural 
embedded and evolve over the different stages of innovation. In this respect. the nature of grassroots 
innovations is seemed evolves from organic- to mechanical-form; and !Tom self-satisfaction to market 
oriented. This paper argues that level-specific policy instruments need to be carefully formulated to facilitate 
the smooth transition of the various stages of grassroots innovations without jeopardising its' real values. The 
uniqueness of grassroots innovations particularly at the early stage should be upheld as it is the essence of the 
spirit of poor as providers in grassroots innovations movement. The four case studies on Malaysian grassroots 
innovators who have experienced the various stages of innoYation otTer important lessons on how agents 
managing grassroots innovations should target in making the intervention successful. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Base the principal values in niche-specific innovations and 
the four case studies on Malaysian Grassroots lnnovations 
(GRis), this paper attempts to otTer important lessons on 
how agents managing GRis should be targeted in making 
the intervention successful. The main findings of this paper, 
especially in the contex't of policy implications. are both 
intellectual rich and practically important in complementing 
recent literatures which are mostly on theorising the nature 
of GRls base on the concepts of non-linearity and strategic 
niche management [e.g. I, 2, 3j. Indeed, studies in linking 
policy to the reality of GRls is relatively limited excepts 
some quantitative account on intrinsic motivation to 
innovative behaviour [4]. By taking Mala) sia as a case. this 
paper supports evidence-based policy formulation for 
developing countries. lt addresses the call on "lnnoHnion 
Policy 3.0". i.e. the need to rethinking innovation policies 
and particularly to consider creativel) about the broader 
suite of innovation policies that could be put in place in 
addressing societal or grand challenges [5]. As for the case 
of ORis, it is a great challenge for policy makers to 
reposition GRis as providers to the national inno,ation 
wealth; and not as dividers of it [6J. 
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2 LITERATURE REVI EW 

2.1 Concepts, Natures and Processes of GRis 

The concept of GRls refers to a symbiosis network of 
like-minded individuals. innovators. farmers, scholars. 
academicians, policymakers. entrepreneurs and non
governmental organisations (NGOs) that acknowledges the 
local traditional knowledge holders and grassroots 
innovators (see 7. 8}. The innovation agents. i.e. individual 
innovators often undertake innovative efforts to solve 
localised problems. and generally work outside the realm of 
formal organisations like business tirms or research 
institutes (9]. Their innovations emerging from the 
knowledge. experience and skills embedded in communities 
and individuals outside the formal institutions of education, 
scientific research and indusll) and is equated to innovation 
in a rural environment for soh ing problems of and within a 
small community [6]. GRls are generally based in the social 
economy (rather than the market economy) and they tend to 
focus on social and institutional innovation (rather than 
technological) [I 0. II). They are driven by social need and 
ideological commitment (rather than profit seeking). To 
some extent. GRis similar to the concept of frugal 
innovation. It is a "good-enough", affordable products that 
meet the needs of resource-constrained consumers, and 
based on the ideological movement of Appropriate 
Technology - a set of small-scale. labour-intensive 
technologies that are easy to operate and maintain, and have 
minimal harmful impact on the environment. The 
technological choices are people- centred. small-scale. 














